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 Fall – Synopsis 
 
Father Sam Ryan, (Michael Murphy), an aging Roman Catholic Priest living contently 
at a Niagara Falls parish, receives a letter forcing his complacent life into descent. 
The letter, from ‘Christopher’, confronts him about an incident that happened 40 
years ago. Father Sam was a young, charismatic priest, serving a remote, Northern 
Ontario parish. Christopher was a 14 year-old adolescent, whom Sam mentored. The 
letter asks Father Sam for the truth: what did take place all those years ago? Were 
lines blurred or crossed? What choices were made?  
 
Forgiveness, redemption and sin are the dominant themes of FALL. All the  
characters whom Father Sam encounters – through his parish duties and from  
his suppressed past - force him into deeper reflection: ‘Chelsea’, a restless bride-  
to-be; ’Michael’, a repentant addict; ‘Reza’, a gay, Iranian grieving his recently-  
deceased mother; ‘Sheila’, Sam’s free-spirited, benevolent sister; and finally,  
‘Catherine’, the shattered wife of enigmatic Christopher. 
 
Now haunted by his memories, for the first time in his life Sam is compelled to 
reconcile himself; more than as a Priest…as a man. Did a sexual encounter happen? 
Can a moral custodian of the faithful; a dispenser of God's grace, transcend his own 
FALL?  
 
FALL is at once intimate and remote - both revealing and concealing - richly  
filmed in wide-screen/anamorphic to capture the majestic power of the Niagara  
Falls of Sam’s present, in contrast to the vast, frozen Northern Ontario  
communities of Sam’s past.  
 
The award-winning, creative team of writer/director Terrance Odette (Heater, Saint  
Monica, Sleeping Dogs), producer Mehernaz Lentin (Portrait of a Serial  
Monogamist, Invisible City, Heaven on Earth), director of photography Norayr  
Kasper (Calendar, Sarabande, Trudeau) and lead actor Michael Murphy  
(Manhattan, Tanner '88, This is Wonderland) collaborated on this ambitious,  
artistic and very personal chamber drama.  
 
The ensemble cast features internationally recognized Katie Boland (Reign,  
The Master), Joel Bissonnette (Zodiac, 24), Cas Anvar (Source Code, Lost),  
Wendy Crewson (Air Force One, Saving Hope) and Suzanne Clément  
(Laurence Anyways, L'Audition).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fall - Tag Line  
 
“Some rise by sin, and some by virtue fall.”  - William Shakespeare 
 
Fall - Log Line 
 
The memory of a teenage boy haunts an aging Catholic Priest after he receives a letter 
confronting him about a time they spent at a winter cottage 40 years ago. 
 
Fall - Encapsulated Story 
 
Father Sam, an aging Roman Catholic Priest living contently at a Niagara Falls 
parish, receives a letter forcing his complacent life into descent. Now haunted by the 
memory of a teenage boy, Father Sam must reconcile the truth: did a sexual 
encounter take place 40 year ago? Can a moral custodian of the faithful; a dispenser 
of God's grace, transcend his own FALL?  

Vatican II  
The Second Vatican Council or “Vatican II” as it’s referred to, was held in Rome’s 
Vatican City between the period 1962 to 1965. It was a call by Pope John the XIII and 
closed by Pope Paul V. It gathered all the Bishops, Cardinals and Theologians to 
discuss, for the most part, the Roman Catholic Church’s relationship to the modern 
world. For the average Catholic it was a breath of fresh air let into a stuffy room 
where the windows had been closed to modern thought by ritual and tradition in 
some cases for almost two millennia. The strict rules of the clergy and religious 
where eased. Nuns ditched the heavy dress codes and priests came down from their 
pulpits to the people they served. Change blew in along side the sprit of the 60’s: 
equal rights, youth focus, anti-war and the sexual revolution. Christ was seen in the 
new iconography, less as the “Crucified” and more as the “Risen Christ”. The church 
tried to be seen as less authoritarian and more in communion with the world 
around. As ill prepared as he was, Father Sam embraced the new spirit. And so he 
falls for the first time. 



Remarks from writer/director Terrance Odette 
 
“I was raised Catholic, was an alter boy, Folk Choir Director and married in the church 
32 years ago. I remained an active member throughout half of my life. After many 
years of struggling, I am simply what one might call a cultural Catholic and at best, fit 
the profile of an agnostic. I knew and know these men who are and were Priests, even 
some real Father Sams.” 
 
“One of the questions I want to explore with Fall is what does it take to be forgiven and 
receive redemption? All the characters are looking to reconcile something within 
themselves or outside of themselves. They are all slightly unfinished. That is the 
ambiguity of the film.” 
 
How do you balance being both the film’s writer and director? 
 
"Choice is always better in a story than ‘something that happens to somebody’. If 
something happens to someone, that is just an obstacle. It is not a great way to 
continue a story or end a film. If you have an actor lead the viewer to be involved with 
them for 90 minutes as they make choices - so that people can look at that and think 
about it - you’ve ended your film properly. You have made something.”  
 
“If you read the screenplay you will get a good idea of what this film is: An Intimate 
Portrait of A Roman Catholic Priest. However, that was just a script, and the film was 
yet to be made.” 
 
“There is a certain amount of pride you take in your work, but, I am probably the first 
person to dismiss the writer (who is me); I don’t mind changing the dialogue or 
changing what is going on. There is a vision of what the film should be, but, how we get 
there changes.” 
 
“The idea for Fall started off as a short; the very first, full-length draft of the script had 
more plot, with the character buried in it, and not very much detail. Over the last two 
years, after partnering with producer Mehernaz Lentin, more and more plot was 
removed to make room to describe character and shape the thing; it was fairly sparse, 
with a lot of subtext. 
 
“I also worked on the script extensively with lead actor Michael Murphy, who is in 
every scene of the film. As we got closer to production, the more he wanted to evolve 
the character into how he saw it, and I was very open to that; you pick the right actor 
and the right people to work with, at some point you let it go. With Michael Murphy it 
was letting him get rid of dialogue he did not feel comfortable with, and shaping the 
dialogue into his voice. He is a very natural actor in how he reads a line, and so it had 
to ring true when it came out of his mouth.” 

“The ending of the film, the last scene is dramatically different from the script; it 
happened through a series of events and trying things, and it wasn’t my idea. Me, a 



stripped-down camera unit and Michael Murphy were driving around Sault Ste. Marie, 
looking for shots because the weather was perfect. director of photography Norayr 
Kasper said that there was this great spot at the end of the Lake. We found it and 
Michael was like," I am going to f-king walk all the way to the end, I am going to keep 
walking, you just film me!” He is on Lake Superior, frozen for the first time in 37 years, 
without safety. The original ending was going to be a huge production with cops and 
cranes and here we were like a fourth-year film school crew, and it was brilliant. The 
joy was that it was just a camera and sticks and an actor. You realize that the power of 
film is an image, and that image does not have to include a whole range of things.” 
 
What was the approach to filming FALL? 

“The approach to shooting the film was a creative and aesthetic choice, and, it was 
also a practical choice. We wanted the film to look a certain way, (we were using 
Bergman and Haneke and recent Turkish cinema as an influence), however, we had to 
have our vision match our budget. We were always going for a better camera; a better 
set of lens; the choice to film in anamorphic… it was part of the language that we 
developed.”  
 
“Because of the character and the subject matter, it had to be a first-person narrative 
film; we cannot use the camera in a way that is unmotivated; the director cannot show 
himself off. So, it all became very spare. Maybe we can only light one room, but, we can 
light it really well. We are going to get some pretty basic coverage, but, we will look for 
that perfect camera angle so that everything does mean something, so that everything 
is content.”  
 
“That dictated how the editing was going to happen, which then becomes spare, and 
then the score…if you get busier in this film, it is just not going to work.” 
 
What was your biggest challenge throughout production?  
 
“Both I and Mehernaz risked an awful lot, but, you don’t get much if you are not willing 
to risk it. In a smaller country, with a low budget, you can censor yourself to not go for 
certain things and we did not censor ourselves. We could force the doors open on 
certain levels. We needed a star to complete our financing and we achieved that with 
Michael Murphy.” 
 
“Finding perfect locations was key to the intimate, real world that we were creating. 
Michael Murphy’s character Father Sam needed to move within this world effortlessly, 
and convincingly. My idea was to have a Catholic Church from the 1970’s, Post Vatican 
II, with a Risen Christ with his arms open, not Jesus–On-The-Cross. Because of the 
content of the film, the Catholic Church refused to give us permission with any 
locations. It would have cost a fortune to create a set or transform another type of 
church. In The Sault, we stumbled upon a closed Catholic Church, run by a funeral 
home, with a 20 foot Risen Christ in a ring of fire, and the church was in our desired, 
blue colour-scheme, with a tabernacle! As Mehernaz says we had “kismet up our ass!” 



Filmmakers and Key Creative Crew: 

Terrance Odette, writer/director 
 
Award-winning Filmmaker Terrance Odette began his career producing and 
directing music-TV series and specials, including over 120 music videos, before 
writing and directing three previous feature films Heater (’00), Saint Monica, (’02) 
and Sleeping Dogs, (’06). All playing to great critical acclaim, (Variety, Village Voice, 
MacLean’s, Globe & Mail, voted Top-Ten All-Time Canadian Films Vancouver Sun), 
Odette’s films have garnered numerous awards and screenings at film festivals 
(Sundance, Berlin, TIFF, VIFF, BFI London Film Festival, Mumbai) and toured 
throughout the Americas.  
 
Terrance’s fourth feature Fall is slated for theatrical release later this year, 2014.  
Future projects include working with Fall’s producer Mehernaz Lentin on their next 
project: Ephraim, a dramatic thriller, ghost-story set in a rural Ontario Mennonite 
community.  

Mehernaz Lentin, producer 
 
Mehernaz Lentin is the founding partner of Industry Pictures Inc., an award-winning 
boutique production company committed to producing socially relevant and 
internationally diverse dramas, television programming and feature length 
documentaries.  
 
Productions include Heaven on Earth by Oscar nominee Deepa Mehta, Hubert 
Davis’s Invisible City (winner of the Hot Docs Award for Best Canadian Feature), 
Toxic Trespass by Barry Cohen (winner of the Writer’s Guild of Canada Award for 
Best Documentary), 24 Hour Cab-Ride (which Lentin co-wrote and co-directed), 
Peter Lynch & Max Dean’s A Short Film About Falling, and Amnon Buchbinder’s 
Traveling Medicine Show. Lentin was the producer of Midi Onodera’s feature drama 
Skin Deep, and she co-produced Republic of Love, and line-produced 
Bollywood/Hollywood, both directed by Deepa Mehta. 
 
Jennifer Pun, co-producer 
 
Gemini nominated producer Jennifer Pun has produced over 45 hours of live action 
television. Her producer credits include the award-winning, tween, live-action 
comedy series How To Be Indie (YTV) and the action-adventure series Connor 
Undercover (Family Channel). In addition, Jennifer has served as Business 
Consultant to various production companies including Just For Laughs, Spin Master, 
Aircraft Pictures and Darius Films. Prior to this, Jennifer held management positions 
at Heroic Film Company and Capri Films. She holds an HBA and MBA from the 
Richard Ivey School of Business, UWO.  
 
 



Norayr Kasper, director of photography 
 

Norayr Kasper, csc, is a Canadian-Armenian artist, who grew up in Venice, Italy, with 

a background of study in photography, architecture and cinema. Kasper lensed his 

first feature film Calendar, by multiple Academy Award nominee Atom Egoyan, and 

worked for a second time with Egoyan on Saraband, Inspired by Bach. Norayr has 

been the Director of Photography of over 30 productions including Deepa Mehta’s 

Let’s Talk About It, the television projects Cracked, The Last Debate, Trudeau, Deadly 

Friends, Last Exit, St. Urbain’s Horseman, Race to Mars, and feature films Walk All 

Over Me, Two Thousand and None, The Life Before This, Time of the Wolf, Zenne 

Dancer, and Gitone. His work has earned him both CSC and Gemini Awards 

nominations, and most recently a Golden Orange Best Cinematography Award for 

Zenne Dancer. 

 

Bill Layton, production designer 

 

William (‘Bill’) Layton has headed the art departments in dozens of feature, 

television movie, series and theatrical productions. His extensive list of credits 

includes Uncut, Skin Deep, Next Step, Wingin' It, Da Kink In My Hair, ‘Til Death Do Us 

Part, G-Spot, Sue Thomas: F.B.Eye ,(as Production Designer), and  
Paris France, Lake Ontario, Doc , Crash Course , At The Mercy of a Stranger,  All 
American Girl: Mary K. Letourneau , Bunny Ears, Longfellow Bridge,  Fish Tale Soup 
(as Art Director). 
 
Caroline Christie, editor 
 
Over the past 25 years, Toronto-based editor Caroline Christie has worked in a 
variety of cinematic forms: award winning feature documentaries (Army of One, 
Project Grizzly); TV comedy series (The Awful Truth with Michael Moore, Dan For 
Mayor, InSecurity, Puppets Who Kill); experimental short films (Michael Snow’s Hue 
Chroma Tint, Peter Lynch and Max Dean’s A Short Film About Falling, Elida Schogt’s 
Zyklon Portrait); award winning dramatic shorts (Peter Lynch’s Arrowhead) and 
most recently on the popular CBC television series Republic of Doyle. 
 
Nick Storring, composer 
 
Winner of the Canadian Music Centre's 2011 Toronto Emerging Composer Award, 
Nick Storring placed first in the 2008 Jeux De Temps competition for Canadian 
Electro Acoustic composition. Recent commissions include pieces for Arraymusic, 
Montréal's AKOUSMA Festival, a solo harp work funded by the CMC's Norman 
Burgess Fund, and a forthcoming piano work for Eve Egoyan. His music has been 
presented by Madawaska String Quartet, Esprit Orchestra, Quatuor Bozzini, the 
Cecilia String Quartet, Beijing's Musicacoustica Festival, Soundstreams, the Music 



Gallery, and New Adventures in Sound Art. Other highlights include music for the 
installation  Tentacles (which was featured at the Museum of Modern Art in 2011), 
Ingrid Veninger's film The Animal Project and the dance piece Magnetic Fields , 
choreographed by Yvonne Ng. He has three solo albums slated for release later this 
year including Gardens (Scissor Tail Editions) and Endless Conjecture (Orange Milk 
Records).  

 

Ginger Martini, costume designer 
 
After completing her B.A. from Ryerson University’s School of Fashion Design, 
Ginger launched her eponymously named label in 2006 and showed her debut 
collection at Toronto Alternative Fashion Week later that year. Ginger has since 
been showcased in Vancouver at Vancouver Fashion Week. She has countless credits 
as a costume designer, most notably in the feature films The Secret Lives of Others, 

Portrait of a Serial Monogmaist, Backcountry,Tapped Out, Blood Pressure, Home 

Sweet Home, Cold Blooded, There Is No Undo, Burning Daylight the television series 

Darknet , television movie Cold Spring and numerous shorts.  



FALL , Actors and Actor Commentaries 

Michael Murphy as ‘Father Sam’ 
 
“You have to find ways to control yourself. You understand? You become stronger 
when you practice limits. Limits.” 
 
Michael Murphy on ‘Father Sam’ 
 
“I have a lot of Catholicism in my life, and a lot of it came back to me in a flash and 
suddenly, you know I was that alter boy in the fifth grade, dealing with the nuns, and 
stuff I have not thought about in many, many years.” 
 
“Father Sam is a guy who became a priest under the old, dogmatic Pius XII, when 
everything was pretty rigid; it was right at that time when stuff started to break loose 
and Vatican II happened and the liberal forces in the church started to take hold. Sam 
is more the vanguard of the modern priest, but, his background was that black 
confession box with the hierarchy telling you what to do, how to run your life. A guy my 
age in is a unique position to have seen it all. But, with the character, I wanted to take 
away that business, and just see this as the story of a man in a struggle, not a priest. 
 
“He is forced to deal with issues in his life that he had put way on the back burner, and 
he had completely let it go. In the end, he would deny, deny, deny, but, he’s the one who 
has to come to a reconciliation. He has to accept himself or not, and I am trying to 
make it as ambiguous as I can, ‘cause I think it is so much more of an interesting 
story.” 
 
“On set I developed this leg-twitching thing. I never sat around shaking my foot until I 
got involved in this movie: there is some kind of current running through me all the 
time… it’s an odd thing. I sit around set and crack jokes, (I am the wise guy on set all 
the time), ‘cause I am blowing off steam, I thought that I would shake hands with the 
crew and be really nice to everyone for the first few days and then I will shut it down, 
but, I couldn’t do it, it was too intense. Fooling around a bit was how I dealt with the 
tension, shaking my foot: I am hoping when I end this movie I will stop doing it!” 
 
In the lead role of Father Sam Ryan, Michael Murphy appears in every scene of the 
film. Michael has enjoyed a legendary career in theatre, film, and television, in both 
Canada and The United States, collaborating with some of the most celebrated 
directors of the past 4 decades. He has worked on 12 projects with Robert Altman, 
including Combat, M.A.S.H., Brewster McCloud, McCabe & Mrs. Miller, Nashville, 
Tanner ’88, The Caine Mutiny, Court Martial, and Kansas City. 
 
Murphy is best known for his performances in Paul Mazursky's An Unmarried 
Woman, Woody Allen’s Manhattan, with whom he also appeared alongside in The 
Front, Peter Weir's The Year of Living Dangerously, Paul Thomas Anderson’s 
Magnolia, Oliver Stone's Salvador, John Sayles's Silver City, Tim Burton’s Batman 
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Returns, Don McKellar’s Childstar, and Sarah Polley’s Away From Her. For his role in 
the television series This Is Wonderland, Michael received two Gemini Awards. 
 
Katie Boland as ‘Chelsea’   
 
“Look father, I accept what I did, know it was wrong. But now, I just wanna get 
married. Here, by you. And then I want to have a normal, ordinary life.” 
 
Katie Boland on “Chelsea’ 
 
“I was attracted to play Chelsea because I never played a young women who was 
struggling so much with a traditional life, a life that she saw and wanted for herself; I 
normally play more off-beat characters .I am also interested in the Catholic faith. My 
family is Catholic, though, I did not grow up Catholic, so I was interested in how faith 
sort of ripples down through family and how it affects you, as far as expectations go.” 
 
With already over 55 starring roles in her young career, Katie Boland was chosen by 
Elle Canada as one of ‘Three Canadians To Watch’. She recently won Best 
Performance in a Digital Media Series at the 2014 Canadian Screen Awards for Long 
Story Short, a project that she also co-produced and wrote. 
 
Boland is well known for her television and film work which includes Darknet, Cold 
Spring, The Listener, Zack Files, Lost Girl, Murdoch Mysteries, Taking A Chance On 
Love, Terminal City, Salem Witch Trials, Gerontophilia, Ferocious, The Master, Sex 
After Kids, Daydream Nation, and Adoration. Boland is currently filming a recurring 
role on CW’s highly popular Reign.   
 
Cas Anvar as ‘Reza’ 
 
‘Me? I was taught that things are good or evil. Black or white. You’re in or you’re out.” 
 
Cas Anvar on ‘Reza’ 
 
“Reza provides Sam the opportunity to see a reflection of something that he has been 
ignoring. Reza had the choice where he could deny his true self, he could have 
pretended, he could have subverted it, and lived a life that wasn’t true. He chose a 
more heroic and a more difficult path, which was fraught with obstacles; the rejection 
of his family and the prejudice that happens in the community by embracing a gay 
man, especially a Middle- Eastern, gay man.  
 
“Sam hasn’t done that. Sam has not embraced the real truth of his past, so Reza 
provides him with that potential future, and it gives him an opportunity to see what 
happens to a person when they are actually honest and they face their own reality.” 
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A graduate of the prestigious National Theatre School in Montreal, Cas is the 
founding Artistic Director, for over 18 years, of the acclaimed Shakespeare-In-The-
Park touring company, Repercussion Theatre. Cas has performed in over 60 major 
roles in both film and television: notably as Dodi Fayed in the feature Diana, and 
appearing in Argo, Source Code, The Vatican Tapes, Miss India America, Baby Sellers, 
Agent of Influence, Shattered Glass, The Terminal, Superstorm, and the television 
series Castle, Star Wars: The Clone Wars, Intelligence, Lost, 24, Boston Legal, N.C.I.S 
Los Angeles, Medium, Major Crimes, The Foundation, Xeno-Date, Neverland, North 
South, and The Tournament.  
 
Cas is enjoying international cult-status as “Altair” in the Assasin’s Creed video games, 
and has also voiced characters on Halo 4, Call of Duty: Black Ops 2, and End of 
Nations. 
 
Suzanne Clément as ‘Catherine’ 
 
“Then maybe you’d have to tell the truth.” 
 
Suzanne Clément on ‘Catherine’ 
 
“Father Sam comes unannounced to Catherine’s house, so she is not expecting him, and 
he doesn’t know what he is expecting. It is like a force that is dragging him there, an 
internal force. It is the meeting of two people who have a lot of history together while 
never having met before, and in their subconscious they have a huge history.  
 
“Catherine knows something that no one knows about him. She can brings him to face 
something about his past, that nobody else can do. What I find interesting as my 
character, is the silence; how are they going to approach one another?” 
 
Transitioning from film, television and the stage, in both French and English 
languages. Suzanne Clément has emerged as one of Canada’s most versatile 
actresses.  Recently she received the Un Certain Regard - Best Actress Award at 
Cannes for her role in Laurence Anyways, and she returned to Cannes in competition 
this year (2014) with Xavier Dolan’s Mommy,  
 
Her credits include the television series Watatatow, Sous le signe du lion, Jean 
Duceppe, Cover Girl, Les hauts et les bas de Sophie Paquin and Unité 9, and the films Le 
Confessionnal, Laurence Anyways, C’est pas moi, je le jure!, L’Audition, The Long 
Winter, 2 Seconds, J’ai tué ma mère, Mommy, and Sitting On The Edge of Marlene. She 
was a nominated for Best Actress at the Canadian Screen Awards for Laurence 
Anyways. She was previously nominated for Best Supporting Actress at the 2006 
Genie Awards for her performance in L’Audition, and has won two Prix Gémeaux 
(Best Actress- Comedy) as Sophie Paquin. 
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Joel Bissonette as ‘Michael’ 
 
“Forgive me Father for I have sinned.” 
 
Joel Bissonette on ‘Michael’ 
 
“ Michael has a lot of love to give. His situation is conspiring against him constantly, 
but, he lives in hope. Deep down he suspects that the relationship which he is seeking is 
paternal - - literally someone to tell him what to do. He has been looking to Father Sam 
to just be his dad.” 
 
“ I think he knows somewhere deep down that that is not going to happen. Father Sam 
wants more distance, more professionalism in the relationship, however, Michael is not 
paying attention to that, he wants it so badly, he can’t really listen to that right now.”  
 
Born in the United States and raised in Canada, Joel Bissonnette continues to enjoy 
diverse work in both countries. He is best known as Arnaud DeFöhn from the SCI-FI 
Channel’s Invisible Man and has also appeared in television’s NCIS: Los Angeles, 24, 
The Closer, Saving Grace, The Mentalist, House M.D., Nip/Tuck, Without A Trace, NYPD 
Blue, CSI, Cold Case, The Shield, and has appeared in the films Century Hotel, 
Boulevard, Suspicious River, The Sum of All Fears, Fight Club, Darkman III, Language 
of the Heart, The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, and Looking For Leonard. 
 

Wendy Crewson as ‘Sheila’ 

“ You’re a good man, yourself, Charlie- Samuel.”  

Wendy Crewson on ‘Sheila’ 

“Sheila is Sam’s hippy, younger sister; they have become close, she can confide in him, 
and he in her, as well. Being with her is Sam’s refuge point; you see a lot of Sam’s 
humanity and humour around Sheila. However, when he starts to talk about how he 
really admires her for how she has lived her life according to her own authenticity, to 
Sheila, it is pretty obvious that something is going on with him; he has landed in 
something personal and she feels that he is going through some sort of change.”  
 
Wendy Crewson is one of Canada’s most recognizable and celebrated actresses. For 
her work in television, she has won 5 Gemini Awards, (ReGenesis, At The End of The 
Day: The Sue Rodriquez Story, The Man Who Lost Himself, The Many Trials of Jane 
Doe, Due South), a Canadian Screen Award (Saving Hope), and has received another 
7 Gemini nominations (The Summit, ReGenesis, The Robber Bride, Sex Traffic, A 
Killing Spring, I’ll Never Get To Heaven, Getting Married In Buffalo Jump). She has 
extensive credits in blockbusters and independent films including Air Force One, 
Bicentennial Man, The Sixth Day, What Lie’s Beneath, The Santa Clause 1 & 2 & 3, To 
Gillian on Her 37th Birthday, Away From Her, Formosa Betrayed, Winnie Mandela, 
and My Eleventh. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/To_Gillian_on_Her_37th_Birthday


 

Wendy first met Michael Murphy on his American TV Series Hard Copy and has also 
appeared with him in Robert Altman’s Tanner ’88, and the theatrical films Folks! 
and Sleeping Dogs Lie. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0104283/?ref_=nmbio_mbio
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0164895/?ref_=nmbio_mbio


Production Notes – remarks from Key Creative Crew 

from writer/director - Terrance Odette 
 
“What Mehernaz Lentin brought to the project was more of a collaborate style of 
producing. Two years ago, she had the idea to sit down, go through the script, and if 
we are creatively on the same page, then we would go for it. Although we have our 
tasks, our jobs and our titles, there was an awful lot that we were discussing in terms 
of pushing to make it at a higher level. With her, I could feel comfortable being 
collaborative.” 
 
from producer Mehernaz Lentin 
 
“Looking at the creative vision that we had set for the film - knowing that Terry was 
very much inspired by a classical style of filmmaking - we needed to have the right 
visual eye and sensitivity.  I knew that director of photography Norayr Kasper would 
tonally give the film a cinematic look and be the right fit for Terry. We also realized 
that production designer Bill Layton would collaborate on the same level when, early 
on, Bill stated, “ Oh, you want to make a black and white film with shades of blue.”  
That was ultimately the starting point in determining the film’s palette and tone.” 
 
from director of photography – Norayr Kasper  
 
“Stylistically, my view was that it had to be a very restrained film; it works on the level 
of very subtle, psychological sub-tones. It is not about what is on the screen, but, what 
is the soul of that image and the state of mind of that image. That meant holding the 
image a little bit longer, making a conceptual idea about composition, and choosing 
the format, in this case anamorphic, to heighten the mindscape.” 
 
from composer, Nick Storring 
 
" Terry and I were really conscious of avoiding having the music steer the scenes too 
much, or allowing it to inject extraneous drama or sentiment.   It was often just as 
much a question of which notes to omit as which notes to compose and play. It was 
important for the score to have a sense of vulnerability in light of the understated 
complexity of the film's emotional landscape." 
 
from producer Mehernaz Lentin  
 
“Making this film typifies the pleasure pain principle for me. Our greatest challenge 
was Mother Nature, which we made part of our story: we wanted grey skies, the snow, 
the barren landscape, the black and the greys of the bare trees…so we went with it. 
Going into production, I did not know that a big chunk of our budget - $9,000 - was 
going to go to snow removal,( so we could set up our exterior lights on location), or 
that Sault Ste. Marie’s -35 degree weather at the end of March, would cause lens and 
electrical gear to act up.” 



“Finding the perfect locations to suit our budget and ambition was a must; during a 
reccie in The Sault, we toured a vacant seniors’ home that had a hospital attached to 
it. It looked as if the Zombie Apocalypse had hit and the residents had been vaporized; 
however, literary everything we needed was there. That location actually served as our 
production office plus seven sets, but, it was haunted and it had singing ghosts that we 
would hear in the chapel. One night, our young, third AD – Allie - got locked in, and a 
garbage can was kicked across the office. It was very challenging.” 
 
“We were always on the brink of disaster, this film was always on the brink of collapse, 
and then a divine hand would grace us, and would subvert it and get us through 
beautifully.” 
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CAST 

(in order of appearance) 
 

Father Sam Michael Murphy 
Maysa 
Personal Support Worker 
Michael 
Secretary 
Chelsea 
Quentin 

     Annabelle McGregor 
Fran Walsh 
Joel Bissonnette 
Barbara Rajnovich 
Katie Boland 

     Michael Luckett 
Reza Cas Anvar 
Young Christopher Merchant Jarrid Smith 
Marcie Linda Kash 
Shelia      Wendy Crewson 
Mom Cathleen Holmes 
Older Christopher Merchant Adrian Gabrylewicz 
Catherine      Suzanne Clément 
Robert Merchant 
Stand In/Auto Mechanic 
Waitress 
Bill 

Dylan Cook 
Matt Connors 
Molly Moopai 
Ryan Furlong 

Hoodie Man      Robin Read 
Young Father Sam      Vince Groulx 

 



CREW 
 

Production Manager 
Allan Levine 

1st Assistant Director 
Aline Robichaud 

2nd Assistant Director Brandon Jourdin 
 

 
Line Producer 

Allan Levine  
 

 
Pre-Production Unit Manager Rosalie Chilelli 
Production Coordinator Robin Hayman 
Production Secretaries Chelsea Nott 

Dylan Cook 
Production Office Intern Liza Fraser 
Set P.A. Alexandra White  
Interns Jesse Gottwald 

Emily Mountford 
Bridget Odette 

  
A Camera Operator 

Norayr Kasper 
First Assistant Camera Scott Cowan 
Second Assistant Camera Jay Jay Callan 
Digital Imaging Technician Josh Jinchereau 
Camera Trainee Justin McLoughlin 
Camera Interns Zack Garvin 

Zack Trunzo 
2nd Unit DOP 

Scott Cowan 
  
Production Sound Mixer David Ottier 
Boom Operator Alexander van der Muelen 
Daily Sound Recordist Darcy Lavalle 
  
Script Supervisor Matti Huhta 
  
Gaffer  Randy Brown 
Best Boy Electric Nicholas Porter 
Electric Connor Cameron 

Chris Harmsworth 
Jason Preece 

Electric/Generator Operator Joshua Lawrence 
  



Key Grip  John MacLean 
Best Boy/Dolly Grip Jamie McRae 
Grip Jeff Turco 

James Castellani 
Greg Haug 

  
Property Master Dustin Hachey 
Props P.A. Stephanie Maione 
  
Set Decorator Michelle Lannon 
Art Department Coordinator Richard Gamelin 
  
Wardrobe Set Supervisor    Keith Bowser 
Wardrobe Daily Katie King 
  
Key Make-Up Ava Stone 
Assistant Make-Up Amy Lamon 
  
Location Manager Robin Brinsmead 
Location Production Assistant Dayna Duggan 
  
Transport Coordinator Gary Guise 
Transport Captain Frank Biron  
Picture Car Wrangler Seth Gagnon 
  
Background Casting Jennifer Barbeau 

 
Background 

 
Teija Aspegren 
Emmalie Allard 
Susan Boston 
Vanessa Botbyl 
Christina Bussineau 
Carol Colombo 
Aldo Deluca 
Lilli Anna Nicole Dinner 
Merissa Dinner 
Earl Dewar 
Peter Duguay 
Maria Moro Franzisi 
Tami Fremlin 
Doug Hook 
Seth Gagnon 
Esther Gold 

Nathan Muncaster 
Chelsea Nott 
Jasmine Ogletree 
Colton Oliverio 
Pamela Orchard 
Gordon Orr 
Sophie Ostrowski 
Sonya Ostrowski-Masotti 
Anton Pacjek 
Bill Pearson 
Nancy Perna 
Sharon Pyne Phillips 
Don Primeau 
Gloria Primeau 
Randham Subramani Ravi 
Snruti Ravi 



Richard Hetrick 
Ivan Hinkson 
Harry Houston 
Sandra Houston 
Richard James 
Kelsey Kachur 
Mary Jean Keating 
Richard Kostanowicz 
Christa Kries 
Candace Laforest 
Jason Lawrence 
Madison Lloyd 
Robert Ledyit 
Brianna Lee 
Dave Longarini 
Joshua Maione 
Tullio Mannarino 
Scarlett Marewger 
Gino Masottie 
Donna Matte 
Calna McGoldrick 
Sandra McGregor 
Michael Miller 
Noah Morden 

Gabriel Rector 
Jorja Rector 
Karen Rector 
Debbie Restoule 
Ted Russell 
Gladys Rutland 
Ann Sarich 
Chris Scornarencki 
Robert Smelt 
Barnett Smith 
Peter Schindelhauer 
Charles Schott 
Daniel Sudek 
Tammika Thompson 
Magda Walker 
Denise Watson 
Crystal Wells 
Hope Wells 
Alexandra White 
Tammy-Lynn Wilcox 
Gregory David Wilson 
Byron Woodcock 
Manolis Zontanos 

 
 

Catering Dish Café 
Jennifer Bellerose 

  
Craft Service Krista Dugay 

Jason Ross 
  

Additional Editing by Kenneth Meunier 

  

Post Production Producer Rick Hannigan 

  

Offline Editing Facilities Provided by The Rolling Picture Company 
  
Opening Title Sequence Design &  
Animation by 

Dave Willekes 

  
Visual Effects by Jeff Bruneel 
  
Location Post Production & 
Data Services by 

The Rolling Picture Company 



Data Management Technician Joshua Jinchereau 
Dailies Supervisor David Hermiston 
  
Digital Intermediate by The Rolling Picture Company 
Digital Intermediate Colourist Drake Conrad 
Digital Intermediate Producer Michael B. Forsey 
Digital Intermediate Project Manager Brandon Tobia 
Data Wrangler Scott Hannigan 
  
Sound Editor Elma Bello 
  
Sound Re-Recording Mixer Matthew Chan 
Sound Re-Recording Assistant Corey Biluk 
  
Foley Artist Marilee Yorston 
Foley Recordist Dave Mercel 
Foley Studio Urban Post Production 
  
ADR Recordist David Hermiston 
Additional ADR Recording The Rolling Picture Company 

The Studio 
  
Loop Group Studio Threshold Recording Studio 
Loop Group Recordist Michael Keire 
Loop Group Joel Best 

Amber Reu 
Ayana Platt 
Bridget Odette 
Alicia Odette 
Ryan Furlong 
Elizabeth Ward 
William R MacKinnon 
Fiona Lowe 
Grace Lowe 
Tor Foss 
Maureen Wenzel 
Sandy Carter 

  
Mixing Facilities The Rolling Picture Company 

Tattersall Sound & Picture 
  
Original Music Composed, Performed, and 
Recorded by 

Nick Storring 

  
  
Suite De Valse Piano Concerto No 2 in B Flat Op. 83 



Composer: Emmanuel Chabrier 
Piano: Rena Kyriakou 
 

Composer: Johannes Brahms 
Piano: Gyorgy Sandor 
Conductor: Rolf Reinhardt 
 

  
Wabash Cannon Ball 
Traditional: performed by Neil Clark 
CD: Sleeping Dogs Soundtrack 
Sleeping Dog Film Music SOCAN  
 

Streets Of Laredo 
Traditional: Lyric: Henry Maynard 
Vocal: Gwen Swick  
Produced & performed by Neil Clark 
CD: Sleeping Dogs Soundtrack 
Sleeping Dog Film Music SOCAN 
 

  
O Come All Ye Faithful 
Composer: John F. Wade 
English Translation: Frederick Oakeley 
Conductor: Keith J. Salmon  
CAE# 280533086 (PRS) 
Royalty free Classical Music licensed by 
http://www.royaltyfreeclassicalmusic.co.u
k 

Christmas Oratorio Sinfonia  
Composer: J.S. Bach 
Conductor: Keith J. Salmon  
CAE# 280533086 (PRS) 
Royalty free Classical Music licensed by 
http://www.royaltyfreeclassicalmusic.co.u
k 
 

  
  
Unit Publicist Joanne Smale 

Planet3 Communications Ltd. 
  
EPK Director Hadley Obodiac 
  

Camera Equipment provided by 
Camera Q 
Sim Digital 

Production Equipment provided by 
P.S. Production Services 

 
 

Legal Services Duncan Morin LLP 
Payroll Service Entertainment Partners  
  
Business Affairs Jennifer Pun 
  
Production Accountant Taylore Turzanski 
  
Accountants John Roy 

Joan Kirby 
Accounting Assistant Samantha Lavorato 
  
Audit & Tax Accounting Services Kay & Warburton Chartered Accountants 



  
Post Production Accountant Taylore Turzanski 
  
Insurance Brokers CultureONE 
  
Interim Financing provided by The Rogers Group of Funds 
Banking Services provided by The Royal Bank of Canada 

 



Thank You 
 

 
 

Very special thanks to 
 

Suzanne Boyce 
Chris Horocks 
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